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Message from the CEO

The world is at a threshold. With the blockchain industry under assault by capricious 

regulatory uncertainty, many global financial centers are reorienting, repositioning, 

seeking clarity and stability. Markets like Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, 

Japan, and others, are laying the foundations of a multi-polar financial framework 

built on sensible and reliable policy. As this suitable terrain for innovation begins to 

take hold, profound new applications of blockchain technology will begin to emerge, 

forming an even more robust and secure layer of value in our dynamic global 

economy.

Unencumbered by the liabilities of tokenomic adventurism that have proved to 

be the ruin of many other blockchain projects, the EOS Network is remarkably 

well positioned in this emerging economy. EOS was launched by a decentralized 

community, battle-tested during five years of continuous operation, and now 

further advanced by centralized bodies born from within the community to serve 

the network, such as the EOS Network Foundation (ENF), as well as EOS Network 

Ventures (ENV). Under the careful stewardship of these entities, the capabilities and 

utility of the EOS Network continues to expand.

As an independent, free and open source blockchain ecosystem, EOS is now 

moving under its own power, development is once again on the upswing, and an 

increasing number of network participants are availing themselves of public goods 

funding opportunities through programs such as the ENF’s Direct Grant Framework, 

and the quadratic crowdfunding platform, Pomelo. In addition, Antelope Coalition 

RFPs have funded the development of Wharfkit, a new set of web client SDKs 

geared to provide a much easier user experience while lightening the burden on 

application developers. At the same time, the highly anticipated release of Instant 

Finality is expected in Q4 with the upcoming hard fork to Leap 5.0., and will bring a 

great many new possibilities to the network.
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As we continue working with coalition partners, further enriching the Web3 commons 

through our resolute commitment to free and open source development, we must 

also continuously strive to fortify our network’s independence. Last September, the 

EOS community took action to assume responsibility for continued development 

and maintenance of the previously abandoned EOSIO codebase, giving rise to the 

community-led Antelope Protocol, and creating new possibilities for multiple networks 

in the process.

In the interests of EOS and the wider Web3 space, I believe it’s essential that our 

community now moves to settle an important matter of accountability which bears 

directly on the question of network independence. After much deliberation and 

legal guidance, this past May I issued an open letter to the EOS community in which 

I appealed to EOS token holders who relied on Block.one (B1) promises when they 

purchased the initial ICO ERC-20 tokens, EOS tokens, or who deployed capital based 

on those promises—including a promise to invest $1 billion into the EOS Network—to 

take action against B1.

In that letter I wrote: “EOS Network remains the most compelling utility token network in 

the crypto space. Taking steps to hold B1 to its promises of investment in EOS Network 

will only improve EOS Network’s position and the long term value that EOS Network can 

bring to its participants.” Since I issued this call, our legal team has received hundreds 

of inquiries from EOS token holders expressing their interest in joining a class-action 

lawsuit against B1. Additionally, we have been approached by litigation financing firms 

wanting to take on this case. I implore other similarly affected parties who have not yet 

expressed their interest, to reach out at legal@eosnetwork.com. 

By pursuing accountability from B1, we are not only seeking justice for broken promises, 

but also paving the way for a stronger and more independent network. We intend to 

send a powerful message to the world that the EOS Network, and by extension all of 

Web3, can defend itself against corporate interests that seek to extract value from 

decentralized networks through misleading and fraudulent means.

While the EOS Network mobilizes to hold B1 to account in what will certainly be a long 

process, we are not standing idly by. In Q2 we continued to prioritize the rise of our
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industry leading free and open source EOS EVM. With both advantages in 

performance and financial incentives for businesses to deploy their dApps, as well 

as assistance in the form of business development, marketing, and investment for 

qualifying projects, there are a wealth of new opportunities available.

Through these efforts, the EOS EVM ecosystem is experiencing a surge of 

interested developers and dApps, creating a challenge to keep up with the rapid 

growth. With numerous listings and resources constantly being added, the 

ecosystem is coming to life before our eyes. Currently 12+ wallets are supporting 

the EOS EVM, and more are being added regularly. With the recent upgrade to EOS 

EVM v0.5.0, we have also introduced the capacity for extending our Yield+ liquidity 

program to the EOS EVM.

As we continue providing support for the EOS EVM, we are extending the economic 

activity of EOS itself. While building bridges between our ecosystem and previously 

inaccessible communities, we are facilitating new synergies in an increasingly 

multichain world.

In Q1 the ENV made a formal commitment to deploy $20M directly into EOS EVM 

& GameFi projects, and in mid June it was announced that EOS Network Ventures 

(ENV) had been legally established as a Cayman Islands Foundation. A transfer 

of approximately 22.7 million EOS tokens from eosio.fund to envenvenvenv 

signaled the creation of EOS Network Ventures Fund I, and the first round of ENV 

investments is now underway.

The ENV is actively pursuing strategic partnerships with other venture capital funds 

(VCs) as part of ENV initiatives, and has already established two partnerships with 

different VCs. Despite the current downturn in the market, the ENV is prepared to 

make its initial investments and is diligently evaluating and negotiating with DEX 

platforms and projects for the benefit of all token holders.

Beyond capital investment, it is the investment we continue to make in our 

community that is now beginning to bear fruit. We are making great strides towards 

development of the tools that will abstract away the raw complexity of the 
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performant and flexible EOS Network, and we are poised to greatly improve the 

user experience on EOS. Our work to position EOS as the preferred blockchain for 

developers continues, and our goal is nothing less than achieving mass adoption. I 

envision a future, already evident in the seamless user experience of projects such 

as the metaverse super app, Upland, where blockchain based applications are 

transformed into accessible and integral aspects of everyday life.

Our community’s determination, our willingness to repeatedly confront and 

overcome challenges, to take our destiny in our own hands and to contribute to the 

most legendary comeback in blockchain history, speaks to the quality of individuals 

gathered here. The joke in EOS has always been, “we’re in it for the tech.” And while 

the tech is truly astonishing, it is the resilience of our multifaceted, multinational, 

multicultural community that is breathing life back into EOS. I’m in it for that. 

Stand with us. Stand with the EOS community as we claw back power from 

corporate interests that have so cynically manipulated and profited from those who 

believed in, and fought for, a vision of integrity, transparency, and decentralization, 

only to be betrayed again and again. The EOS community is on the move. Join us.

In solidarity,

Yves La Rose
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The EOS Network Foundation is the hub of collaboration and development on the EOS 

Network.

Our mission is to enable developers, businesses and individuals to build innovative 

solutions on EOS. The EOS Network Foundation (ENF) provides support, funds and the 

coordination of resources necessary to make EOS a thriving ecosystem. We harness 

the power of decentralization to chart a coordinated future for the EOS Network as a 

force for positive global change.

Through direct investments, a grant framework, sponsored working groups, and 

Pomelo, the ENF takes a multi-pronged strategic approach towards funding. We enable 

the EOS community to create positive sum games to mature EOS into a best-in-class 

Web3 smart contract platform and blockchain ecosystem.

Mission of the EOS Network Foundation
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The second quarter of 2023 has seen a lot of growth for the EOS ecosystem, despite the 

limitations caused by macroeconomic conditions. The EOS Network Foundation (ENF) 

continues to work diligently for all network stakeholders and ecosystem contributors. 

Over the past three months, there have been a number of critical technical releases, 

notable partnerships, impactful events and other major milestones that have continued to 

raise the profile of EOS around the world.

Celebrations were in order for the five year anniversary of the EOS mainnet, with zero 

downtime for over 1,800 consecutive days. This event happened weeks after another 

important ecosystem development, the launch of the EOS EVM mainnet. Shortly after the 

launch of EOS EVM, the ecosystem saw an influx in applications deploying, along with an 

increase in interest from developers, potential partners and ecosystem contributors.

The focus on EVM-compatibility did not slow down work on the native layer either. EOS 

native underwent a major upgrade with the release of Antelope Leap v4.0.0 in the same 

month that EOS EVM was launched. Alongside the infrastructure upgrades, capital has 

continued to be deployed through funding avenues like the ENF Grant Framework and 

Pomelo providing builders with the resources they need to begin developing on EOS.

EOS also received coverage from a number of notable media outlets in Q2, including 

Bloomberg, CoinDesk, Cointelegraph, Altcoin Daily and Real Vision. The growing 

awareness for #TheNewEOS has led to renewed collaborations with long-time partners 

like Binance, as well as new interest from major industry players. A notable example 

was the $60M strategic partnership with DWF Labs, that is set to unlock new vectors of 

growth for the network.

These are just a handful of the many achievements that the EOS Network saw in the 

second quarter of 2023, under the stewardship of the EOS Network Foundation. Many 

more are covered within the pages of this report. As the ecosystem looks towards 

another season of exciting growth in Q3, it’s important to recognize the dedicated work 

from contributors and community members across the entire EOS ecosystem that is 

making all of this possible.

Overview of Q2

https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-turns-five/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-evm-mainnet-is-live/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/exploring-the-eos-evm-defi-landscape/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/antelope-leap-4-released/
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2023-04-25/antelope-leap-v4-0-0-released-delivering-speed-scalability-and-reliability
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2023/05/22/eos-network-participants-should-consider-legal-action-against-blockone-eos-foundation-ceo/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/eos-evm-to-allow-interoperability-across-ethereum-eos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71eOy8BBZ6c
https://www.realvision.com/shows/crypto-daily-briefing/videos/eos-is-there-a-way-back-to-crypto-glory-br1W?tab=details
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/may-binance-community-ama-recap/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/may-binance-community-ama-recap/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/dwf-labs-partnership-with-enf/
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Notable Growth Metrics

Total Blog Posts

27

 Increase in ENF China
Telegram Followers

89%

74% Positive
 ENF Community Social

Sentiment

Increase in ENF China 
Twitter Space Audience

Increase in Twitter 
Followers

550% 18.5%

84%
 Increase in ENF China

Twitter Followers
Increase in ENF LinkedIn 

Followers

Increase in ENF 
Telegram Followers

30%

15%
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Five Years of Community, Performance and 
Resilience

On June 8th 2023, the EOS community celebrated the five year anniversary of the 

EOS Network. With an impressive track record of 1,800+ consecutive days without any 

downtime, EOS has proven itself to be a reliable, highly performant ecosystem for Web3 

projects. This is a particularly notable milestone for the community, as they look back on 

the massive amount of growth and technical developments that the EOS ecosystem has 

seen since the founding of the EOS Network Foundation.

On top of its technical accomplishments, EOS also has a vibrant community that 

exemplifies the core values that attract vibrant and hopeful human beings to the Web3 

space. Values such as the desire for independence, the preference for collaboration, 

and the ability for a community to unite and build together are ever-present in the EOS 

community.

To celebrate this momentous occasion, the .gems team released a limited edition NFT 

collection, commemorating some of the most memorable EOS highlights from the past 

five years. The celebrations concluded in an epic NFT opening ceremony on the weekly 

EOS Fireside Chat. Watch the replay of the event here, then check out the full update 

celebrating the milestone on the ENF Blog. Thank you to all EOS community members 

and ecosystem contributors for their dedicated work supporting the growth of EOS over 

the past five years.

https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-evm-mainnet-is-live/
https://twitter.com/dotgems_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hg1-H6DRbzk
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-turns-five/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-turns-five/
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The EOS EVM is an emulation of the Ethereum network’s EVM, housed within an EOS 

smart contract. It offers feature parity to other EVMs in the space but with unmatched 

speed, performance and compatibility. It has quickly become a key piece of infrastructure 

for the ecosystem ever since its launch on April 13, 2023.

Even in the early days of being live, the EOS EVM has proven to be a valuable piece 

of infrastructure for developers interested in taking advantage of EOS, with 12 new 

applications launching in the first week alone. From an economic standpoint, the EVM 

has also begun to drive value back to the network, with EOS EVM gas fees generating just 

as much revenue for the network as other network functions.

Additionally, the EOS EVM will no doubt serve as an important vector for user adoption. 

Currently, there are at least 12 new wallets that can be leveraged to interface with the 

EVM, making it easier for users in other ecosystems to begin engaging with the EOS 

Network.

In late April, the EOS EVM was open sourced, making it accessible to other builders and 

networks in the Antelope ecosystem. This aligned with a key pillar of the ENF’s mandate, 

to foster an open collaborative environment for innovation across the EOS Network. Learn 

more about the ENF’s open source and transparency efforts here.

Only 6 weeks after the launch of EOS EVM, the ENF engineers released the code for EOS 

EVM v0.5.0-rc1, the first major upgrade for the EVM. This release spoke to the rapid pace 

of development that the EOS Network has seen since the launch of the EOS Network 

Foundation. It brought critical updates to the EOS EVM, enhancing performance and user 

experience, while adding several new feature improvements.

The most notable of these improvements was the incorporation of the Yield+ liquidity 

program on the EOS EVM side of the protocol, this will bring liquidity benefits to dApps on 

the EOS EVM and new yield farming opportunities to DeFi traders in the EOS ecosystem. 

Shortly after the release of EOS EVM v0.5.0-rc1, the ENF engineers deployed EOS EVM

EOS EVM Updates & Ecosystem Growth

https://eosnetwork.com/eos-evm/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-evm-mainnet-is-live/
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1651660835163455489
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/embracing-open-source-and-transparency-within-the-eos-ecosystem/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-evm-0-5-released/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-evm-0-5-released/
https://tokenyield.io/
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1671174193113624577
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v0.5.0 on the EOS mainnet.

The ENF business development and ecosystem growth team have been working to 

deploy additional incentives for dApps integrating the EOS EVM, in addition to the 

funding made available through funding buckets such as Pomelo and the ENF Grant 

Framework. The DeFi ecosystem in particular has seen a significant increase in activity 

from both developers and users, with a full overview available in this update. The 

following EOS EVM Ecosystem Overview provides a high level look at all the dApps that 

have deployed on the EOS EVM since it launched.

https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1671174193113624577
https://eosnetwork.com/lp/evm-dapp-funding/
https://pomelo.io/grants
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-network-foundation-grant-framework-guidelines/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-network-foundation-grant-framework-guidelines/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/exploring-the-eos-evm-defi-landscape/
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EOS received recognition from a number of notable partners during Q2. This reflects 

the growing awareness and credibility of EOS as a leading L1 solution in the Web3 

industry.

Notable Partnerships

In April, DWF Labs announced a strategic partnership with the EOS Network 

Foundation, to accelerate the growth and adoption of the EOS Network. The partnership 

involved a $45m EOS token purchase agreement and a $15m commitment to invest into 

EOS-based businesses and projects. DWF Labs is a global digital asset market maker 

and multi-stage Web3 investment firm that has emerged as one of the most active 

investors during the crypto bear market.

The synergy between DWF Labs and EOS is set to unlock new potential in the 

blockchain ecosystem and the world of web3. The partnership will bring together their 

respective expertise and resources, ensuring a thriving and fruitful future for the EOS 

Network.

DWF Labs: $60M Strategic Partnership

In May, the Wombat project unveiled Wombat X, an accelerator program aimed at 

supporting Web3 games and initiatives. Through Wombat X, class participants have 

access to cutting-edge gamedev software, a huge user base and all-round support 

from a team of industry advisors. The EOS Network Foundation is excited to be 

amongst the founding partners, pushing the boundaries of GameFi innovation on EOS.

Wombat X Accelerator

https://eosnetwork.com/blog/dwf-labs-partnership-with-enf/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/dwf-labs-partnership-with-enf/
https://www.wombat.app/wombat-x
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1654197768829784087
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Developer Relations

The ENF Developer Relations department continued efforts to grow awareness for the 

EOS ecosystem with developers across the industry. Q2 saw a number of updates and 

new guides being added to the EOS Documentation, along with new video content 

being integrated into the EOS Learn & Earn portal.

The ENF also partnered with Upland on a hackathon through the month of May, 

encouraging game developers to begin exploring GameFi opportunities on EOS. Most 

notably, the ENF Developer Relations team ran a webinar in partnership with Zaisan, 

introducing the EOS EVM. The webinar served as an onboarding tool and a valuable 

resource for developers interested in getting started on the EOS EVM. Watch the 

webinar recording here.

https://docs.eosnetwork.com/
https://learn.eosnetwork.com/
https://www.upland.me/events/hackathon-your-way-to-10k-and-2-million-upx
https://eosnetwork.com/events/how-to-supercharge-your-ethereum-dapps-introducing-eos-evm/
https://zaisan.io/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G23a2veMsxk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G23a2veMsxk
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The information covered in this report represents only a fraction of the growth that the 

ecosystem underwent in the second quarter of 2023. There are countless contributions 

and milestones that have been achieved by contributors around the world, all working 

to push EOS to the forefront of Web3 innovation. Below are some additional highlights 

from Q2 that the ENF is following. There are no doubt many more that did not make it 

into this document.

Additional Milestones & Ecosystem News

Legal efforts continue from the EOS community, to hold B1 to its promises of investment 

in the EOS Network. ENF CEO, Yves La Rose, released a Letter from the CEO on 

the topic, with a statement that “if enough token holders are interested in making a 

legal claim, the EOS Network Foundation is prepared to assist in bringing EOS token 

holders together for the purpose of advancing a claim against B1.” Parties interested in 

supporting this initiative can reach out to: legal@eosnetwork.com.

Legal Action Against B1 Continues

WordProof, a tool that allows online publishers to timestamp content to the EOS 

blockchain, announced a collaboration with Shopify, a leading ecommerce platform. 

This integration will allow Shopify website owners to seamlessly timestamp their 

webpages to the EOS blockchain, without leaving the Shopify application. This 

enhances trust, transparency, and security for both businesses and consumers, while 

increasing activity on EOS and demand for blockspace. Read more about how the 

WordProof platform leverages EOS, enabling content producers to interact with EOS in 

an extremely user friendly way. 

WordProof Integrates Shopify

https://twitter.com/BigBeardSamurai/status/1660664694061899782
https://twitter.com/BigBeardSamurai/status/1659959817719488512
https://twitter.com/BigBeardSamurai/status/1659970613723774977
https://twitter.com/BigBeardSamurai/status/1658479776255066116
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/wordproof-powered-by-eos/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/wordproof-powered-by-eos/
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ENF Grant recipient, Hypha DAO, reached a major milestone for their project, opening 

up the waitlist for their innovative “Organization in-a-box” solution. Hypha DAO is a 

powerful tool, built to enable the next generation of DAOs on EOS. It provides teams 

with the resources to organize and operate businesses, communities, and even entire 

economies in ways that are more democratic, transparent, and decentralized than 

today’s existing structures. Check out this deep dive to learn more about some of the 

most unique features that Hypha DAO has to offer.

Hypha DAO Releases Waitlist for Beta Program

https://hypha.earth/
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1646925295377604610
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1646925295377604610
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/hypha-dao-new-beta-program-features/
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EOS Network lands $60M investment and partnership from DWF Labs

EOS in the News

EOS EVM to allow interoperability across Ethereum

EOS Network Participants Should Consider Legal Action Against Block.one

Antelope Leap v4.0.0 Released: Delivering Speed, Scalability, and Reliability

The Biggest Comeback Story of 2023

EOS Community Comeback Story

Guest Post by ENF CCO, Zack Gall: Blockchains like Solana brag about 

‘speed’ — but it’s misleading

Awareness for EOS grew through the second quarter of 2023, with coverage by popular 

Tier 1 & Tier 2 publications. Below are some of the most notable features, with many 

more that did not make it into this report.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/eos-network-lands-60m-investment-and-partnership-from-dwf-labs
https://cointelegraph.com/news/eos-evm-to-allow-interoperability-across-ethereum-eos
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2023/05/22/eos-network-participants-should-consider-legal-action-against-blockone-eos-foundation-ceo/
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2023-04-25/antelope-leap-v4-0-0-released-delivering-speed-scalability-and-reliability
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71eOy8BBZ6c
https://cointelegraph.com/magazine/whatever-happened-eos-community-aims-grassroots-comeback/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/blockchains-like-solana-brag-about-tps-but-it-s-misleading
https://cointelegraph.com/news/blockchains-like-solana-brag-about-tps-but-it-s-misleading
https://news.google.com/search?q=%22EOS%20Network%22%20when%3A1y&hl=en-TZ&gl=TZ&ceid=TZ%3Aen
https://news.google.com/search?q=%22EOS%20Network%22%20when%3A1y&hl=en-TZ&gl=TZ&ceid=TZ%3Aen
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EOS Network Participants May Take Action Against Block.One Following 

‘Failed Promises’

EOS Network Mainnet Turns Five, Here’s What Was Achieved Last Year

EOS EVM v0.5.0 Release Goes Live in Mainnet: Details

https://blockworks.co/news/eos-block-one-investment
https://blockworks.co/news/eos-block-one-investment
https://u.today/eos-network-mainnet-turns-five-heres-what-was-achieved-last-year
https://u.today/eos-evm-v050-release-goes-live-in-mainnet-details
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Events

The EOS Network Foundation events team has been working to raise awareness for the 

EOS community at events around the world and online. The most notable event in Q2 

was the ENFs presence at Consensus 2023, which involved a Welcome to Consensus 

side-event, hosted by the ENF. The event featured a panel highlighting ecosystem 

partners and welcomed nearly 100 attendees and EOS community members. Read 

more about each event in the links below and head to the events page on the ENF 

website to find details on upcoming events.

In Person Events

• Foresight 2023 Hong Kong Web3 Summit - April 10

• Web3 Festival Hong Kong - April 12 - 15

• Consensus 2023 by CoinDesk - April 25 - 28

• Welcome to Consensus Side Event - April 25

• Upland Genesis Week & Hackathon - June 8 - 9

• 3XP Web3 Gaming Expo - June 8 - 9

https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-represents-at-consensus-2023/
https://eosnetwork.com/events/welcome-to-consensus/
https://eosnetwork.com/events/welcome-to-consensus/
https://eosnetwork.com/events/
https://eosnetwork.com/events/
https://eosnetwork.com/events/foresight-2023-hong-kong-web3-summit/
https://eosnetwork.com/events/web3-festival-hong-kong/
https://eosnetwork.com/events/consensus-2023-by-coindesk/
https://eosnetwork.com/events/welcome-to-consensus/
https://www.upland.me/events/genesis-week-hackathon-and-design-challenge
https://eosnetwork.com/events/3xp-web3-gaming-expo/
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Online Events

• GMA & ENF China - April 6

• From Paris to Hong Kong | Exploring Web3 Trends Between Summits - April 7

• LBank & ENF China - April 16

• Talk with ENF on EOS EVM - April 21

• Gate.io & ENF China - April 21

• MeeintDAO & ENF China - April 27

• Crypto Whale & ENF China - May 7

• BTS Labs & ENF China - May 8

• Crypto Talks & ENF China - May 12

• FameEX Global & ENF China - May 13

• JUBI & ENF China - May 16

• Coindesk Chinese & ENF China - May 16

• The Rise of DAOs on EOS Twitter Space With Hypha DAO - May 16

• Huobi Live & ENF China - May 18

• How to supercharge your Ethereum Dapps: Introducing EOS EVM - May 18

• Web3CN & ENF China - May 19

• ReadON & ENF China - May 19

• 1783 Dao & ENF China - May 22

• Cripto Mexico - May 24 - 27

• veDAO & ENF China - May 25

• Binance Welcomed Back ENF CEO for Community AMA - May 31

• Cointime & ENF China - June 3

• Relation & ENF China - June 7

• Real Vision Crypto Daily Briefing with Yves La Rose - June 12

• Neutroswap AMA: Innovating DeFi on the EOS EVM - June 15

• Noah Swap AMA - June 20

• Unimeta & ENF China - June 20

• Crypto Whale & ENF China - June 26

• Weekly English EOS Community Fireside Chats

• Bi-Weekly Chinese EOS Community Fireside Chats

• Bi-Weekly Spanish EOS Community Fireside Chats

https://twitter.com/G_M_Alliance/status/1643560814522286081
https://eosnetwork.com/events/from-paris-to-hongkong-exploring-web3-trends-between-summits/
https://twitter.com/LBank_Exchange/status/1646859396545126406
https://twitter.com/EOSFoundationCN/status/1649040336990371840
https://twitter.com/gateio_zh/status/1649016425988882434?s=20
https://twitter.com/meeintdao/status/1650942286963052544
https://twitter.com/CryptoWhale1888/status/1655104234529103872
https://twitter.com/btslabs_global/status/1654827064506331138
https://twitter.com/talk99/status/1655502342463328257
https://twitter.com/talk99/status/1655502342463328257
https://twitter.com/jubichinese/status/1657982823070932994
https://twitter.com/CoinDeskChinese/status/1658304341789507584
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1Act21RLZk
https://twitter.com/Web3CN_Pro/status/1658670857445855233
https://eosnetwork.com/events/how-to-supercharge-your-ethereum-dapps-introducing-eos-evm/
https://twitter.com/Web3CN_Pro/status/1658670857445855233
https://twitter.com/ReadOnMe3/status/1658847761813389313
https://twitter.com/1783Dao/status/1660120149259874305
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1662428795876392960
https://twitter.com/veDAO_com/status/1661545626092576768
https://eosnetwork.com/events/binance-welcomes-back-enf-ceo-for-community-ama/
https://twitter.com/June_tsy/status/1664884598239797253
https://twitter.com/relationlabs/status/1666043698176753664
https://eosnetwork.com/events/real-vision-crypto-daily-briefing-with-yves-la-rose/
https://twitter.com/i/spaces/1dRKZMQbdowxB
https://t.me/EOSNetworkFoundation/219605
https://twitter.com/Unimeta_TOP/status/1670742643524120577
https://twitter.com/CryptoWhale1888/status/1672951754613489666
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRK9ZLYOWiXNychJ9fb830HONYVZ_7BlP
https://t.me/enfchina
https://discord.com/events/892385699616153600/1119618117350465587
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The ENF is grateful to have a robust ecosystem of partners and community contributors

all working to grow the EOS Network. Partners working with the ENF in Q2 include.

Ecosystem Partners

https://tokenyield.io/
https://eosrecover.com/
https://hypha.earth/
https://eossupport.io/
https://dotgems.io/
https://www.dboost.io/
https://www.blockpatch.kr/
https://marketacross.com/
https://objectcomputing.com/
https://zaisan.io/
https://www.funday.agency/
https://www.funday.agency/
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The ENF empowers developers, businesses, and individuals who wish to build on EOS. 

The ENF Grant Framework is open to individuals, small teams, and companies, with 

grants scaled to fit the scope of each initiative. All forms of projects are encouraged to 

apply for Grants. During Quarter 2, the following grants were approved through the grant 

framework:

• Alphaday : a crypto workflow aggregator that pulls in news, on-chain data, social 

media, Web3 services & much more into a customizable UI. Read More

• Antelope Firewall : a proxy that would be used in node operator infrastructure, 

with goal of lowering the barrier to entry for infrastructure providers, offering highly 

reliable public endpoints. Read More

• FACINGS NFT Collection Manager - Stage 2 : After completing Stage 1 in Q1, this 

project entered Stage 2, with the goal of creating a developer friendly ecosystem for 

extending the core collection-manager app. Read More

• EOS Vision : A project with the mission to promote the adoption of EOS by creating 

& promoting content of interest on Reddit & Facebook. Read More

Direct Grant Framework

Since launching the direct grant framework, the platform has received 89 applications.

Of these 89 applications, 18 milestone-driven grant applications have been approved, 4

of which have been completed. Across these applications, a total of $877,915.57 has

been committed to contributors in the EOS ecosystem, pending milestone completion.

$354,650.60 has been paid out so far.

https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1649087103844638720
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1661085530279297043
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1660723023350059008
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1663221365552431110
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Pomelo is an open-source crowdfunding platform that funds EOS-based projects 

qualifying as a public good. It uses a quadratic funding to distribute more funds from 

the matching pool to projects that have the most community support. In Q2, the ENF 

donated $158k to the matching pool for Season 6 of Pomelo. This took advantage of the 

new multi-pool feature, with dedicated funding rounds for GameFi, EOS EVM and the 

broader EOS ecosystem. Learn more about public goods funding on EOS and Pomelo, 

then check out the stats from Pomelo Season 5 below.

Pomelo

Pomelo Season 6 Statistics

  ApprovedApproved

GrantsGrants

MedianMedian

DonationDonation

  Total DollarsTotal Dollars

RaisedRaised

TotalTotal

ContributionsContributions

  Direct ContributionDirect Contribution

from ENFfrom ENF

118 $28,494

$1.11

3521$158,000

AverageAverage

DonationDonation

$8.09

https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1658536593030799368
https://twitter.com/EOSnFoundation/status/1658536593030799368
https://medium.com/@PomeloGrants/multi-pools-and-a-new-partner-drop-in-pomelo-grants-season-6-9d4193d66cc5
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/public-goods-funding-on-eos-fostering-decentralized-growth-in-web3/
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Number of Grants based on Categories

Amount Distributed based on Categories )USD(
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Contributors based on Region

Amount Distributed based on Region )USD(
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In addition to the work developing the EOS EVM, the ENF’s engineering team has 

continued their dedicated work in maintaining the core protocol. Below are some of the 

biggest highlights from Q2

Technical Development

As previously noted in this report, the release of EOS EVM v0.5.0 was a crucial update 

for the EVM ecosystem on EOS. In addition to enabling the functionality to enable 

Yield+ for EVM-based DeFi applications, it also included a number of technical 

improvements such as:

• Adding read-only transaction execution support to the EVM contract

• Removing advanced execution to increase nested call level

• Configurable permission enabled in tx_wrapper

• And more

EOS EVM v0.5.0

The core protocol of EOS, Antelope Leap, underwent a number of upgrades to improve 

speed, scalability, reliability and performance, throughout the second quarter of 2023. 

The most notable update was Leap v4.0.0, which included features such as:

• Higher performance with multi-threading features

• Reduced latency and faster block propagation

• More control and visibility around state and history data

Antelope Leap v4.0.0

Read the announcement of here and check out the EOS v0.5.0 release notes for more 

information.

Read the full announcement for Antelope Leap v4.0.0 here, then check out the release 

notes for more information.

https://tokenyield.io/
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/eos-evm-0-5-released/
https://github.com/eosnetworkfoundation/eos-evm/releases/tag/v0.5.0
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/antelope-leap-4-released/
https://github.com/AntelopeIO/leap/releases/tag/v4.0.0
https://github.com/AntelopeIO/leap/releases/tag/v4.0.0
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Contract Development Toolkit (CDT) is a C/C++ toolchain targeting WebAssembly 

(WASM) and a set of tools to facilitate development of smart contracts written in C/C++ 

that are meant to be deployed to an Antelope blockchain. The release of CDT v4.0.0 

includes a new project manager utility “antler-proj”, additional crypto extensions for 

crypto primitives host functions, and several bug fixes. Read the full CDT v4.0.0 release 

notes here.

CDT v4.0.0

https://github.com/AntelopeIO/cdt/releases/tag/v4.0.0
https://github.com/AntelopeIO/cdt/releases/tag/v4.0.0
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The Antelope Coalition is the working group tasked with funding, organizing, and 

prioritizing the future of the Antelope software, led by members of EOS, Telos, WAX, 

and UX Network. Work continued steadily throughout the second quarter of 2023, with 

regular updates being shared through the Antelope Coalition meeting recordings.

Antelope Coalition

In May, the WAX blockchain completed the integration of Antelope IBC. As the final 

network within the Antelope Coalition to integrate IBC, this milestone marked the start 

of IBC being fully accessible across the entire Antelope ecosystem.

Utilizing this tool, Antelope blockchains can reach consensus on the state of assets 

across other networks in the ecosystem, without the need for third-party bridges or 

oracles. This enables functions such as cross-chain bridging and horizontal scaling, 

in a way that is much more secure and immutable than other solutions on the market. 

Read more about the power of Antelope IBC in this deep dive.

Antelope IBC Live

Wharfkit is a Web Client SDK being developed by Greymass and funded by blockchains 

within the Antelope Coalition. Q2 saw a lot of progress in this initiative including:

• The release of plugins both for Anchor and for transaction finality.

• Introducing localization

• UI and UX improvements

• Session Kit 0.5 release

• Documentation updates

• Work on the Contract Kit

• Updates to Wharfkit.com

• And more

Wharfkit Updates

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LoM5R2mz6b4
https://twitter.com/AntelopeIO/status/1661147837793550336
https://eosnetwork.com/blog/antelope-ibc-deep-dive-seamless-horizontal-scaling-launches-on-eos/
https://www.greymass.com/
https://wharfkit.com/
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More details on the work that’s been progressing with this initiative can be found on the 

Wharfkit Website and the Greymass Medium.

The Antelope marketing working group met regularly throughout the second quarter, 

with marketing representatives from each network aligning on the rollout of Leap v4.0.0 

and messaging around Antelope IBC going live on all chains. The group also began 

work generating new content for the Antelope website and is planning for some high-

level updates to the website. Some of this content is expected to go live in Q3.

Antelope Marketing Working Group

https://wharfkit.com/
https://greymass.medium.com/
https://antelope.io/
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ENF Operations and Financial Overview

ENF Overall Spending

$5,663,336$5,663,336

Q2 2023 Total Spending
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 Instant Finality Testnet

Deployments

 Wharfkit SDK Contract Kit &

Account Kit

RAM Limitations Research

 EVM Name Service Key Systems

and Deployment

P2P Peer Discovery Development

Antelope Firewall Prototype

Leap 5.0.0

CDT 5.0.0 Release Final

Instant Finality Audit

 Instant Finality Deployment

Period Begins

 Wharfkit SDK Website,

 Documentation & Portal Doc

Work

Integration of IBC & Instant

Finality

 EVM Name Service Testing &

Deployment
 FACINGS NFT Collection Manager

UX & Core Plugins
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 EOS Network Ecosystem

Dashboard Maintenance

 P2P Peer Discovery
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Roadmap

Q3

 FACINGS NFT Collection Manager

Data Import Plugin

 Hypha DAO Notifications & Payroll

Modules

EOS Network Ventures Funding

Pomelo Bounties

Pomelo Season 7
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Antelope Firewall MVP

EOS Network Ventures Funding

Pomelo Season 8


